A NALY T IC S
Powerful management tools for
high value decision-making.
Analytics, included with Serenic
Navigator™, provides the data and
tools to view, analyze and act on data
in meaningful ways.
Dashboards/Reporting: Graphs,
charts, tables, worksheets, lists
displaying any data (Serenic Navigator
and non-Navigator) of interest provides
multi-dimensional analysis.
Performance Analysis: Data readily
accessible to sort, filter, compare, rank
or otherwise analyze and communicate
with those who can take action.
Key Performance Indicators (KPI):
Get real-time feedback on financial and
non-financial metrics such as expenses
vs. budget, the amount of supplies
delivered to refugees, percentage of
Indirect Cost Recovery by funder, or
the allocation of labor by program and
any other KPI that helps you keep your
organization on track.
Business Intelligence: Insights from
analysis tools both built-in to Analytics
and available through integration with
ERP and corporate systems.

SE R E N IC N AV IG ATO R
Comprehensive, mission-critical ERP
solution for public service organizations
which helps them reduce redundancy
and discrepancies, and improve
visibility, insight, productivity and
accountability. The solution includes:
• Accounting & Financial
Management
• Budget Management
• Asset Management
• Payroll & Human Resources
• Analytics & Decision Support

Analytics Revenue and Projects Dashboard

The value of Business Intelligence supports better decision making for
your organization.
There are a lot of moving parts and departments in organizations requiring critical data to reach
meaningful conclusions on various business impact factors, conditions and performance.
Organizations want to ensure everyone is working together with up-to-date information from various
sources and without hassles. You need a single source of truth so all managers can make informed
decisions about the business. After all, it’s a lot easier to make informed decisions when everyone can
look at what’s happening from a single source of data. Users can zoom into information that is relevant
to them which provides spotting of patterns or anomalies.
Analytics, included with award-winning Serenic Navigator, is a robust business intelligence and
dashboard product that enables management control and displays critical operational information
in meaningful, easily understood formats. To keep your organization running smoothly amid the
inevitable funding, operational changes and adjustments, managers and executives can have a
complete view of the organization. Also, payroll personnel can use Analytics to spot overtime trends or
simply to reconcile the details surrounding payroll; or a program officer could use Analytics to make the
best use of grant funding and general funding to ensure grants are appropriately and efficiently used.

With Analytics, you get a single source of truth that is captured in ways
that managers and executive can make swift, informed decisions,
whether they’re in the office or in the field.
Analytics enables you to:
• View financial activities for all sources of funds, allowing for easy comparison to budgets, grant
agreements, and planned timelines
• Capture large amounts of data, across your enterprise, that can be manipulated easily for in-depth
analysis
• Display data in a way that captures insights via comprehensive dashboards and supporting
visualizations
• Use Analytics for Awards to easily see the global status of all or selected awards and projects,
including the ability to see remaining amounts of estimates, obligations, and sub awards—tasks
that were previously labor intensive

Analytics is delivered with Serenic Navigator™
It includes an easy-to-implement process for presenting general ledger, Awards ledger and Payroll ledger data as well as pre-defined
dashboards, charts, graphs, and worksheets. Additionally, Analytics can be configured to reach into other ERP modules and 3rd party
databases for a single view of all organizational processes. Dashboards display colorful, dynamic charts showing critical information;
Multi-dimensional worksheets allow users to view data from several perspectives and they can drill down to view the underlying individual
transactions; On-the-fly reports are just two mouse clicks away after simply highlighting the desired worksheet cells. Traditional reports can
be run from an Analytics dashboard, Report Central, the Serenic reports application, or even within Serenic Navigator. Analytics virtually
eliminates the need for third party reporting tools and data warehouses.
Analytics delivers real-time visual information from many data sources. This gives you a singular view of all the activities in your organization,
and provides insight via the following key features:
• Ability to quickly generate cubes using general ledger, award and payroll transactions
• Create an unlimited number of dashboards using pre-configured charts and worksheets or create your own
• Incredible speed against all your data—every transaction, every record for all years
• Access your dashboards from laptops, smartphones, and tablets
• In worksheets, drill down to the underlying transactions to see Serenic Navigator records
• On-the-fly filtering, report development and saving of views
• Exporting charts and worksheets to Microsoft Word, Excel, or PDF and email with the click of a button
• Schedule the creation and distribution of publications that can contain charts, worksheets, text, and images—ideal for
distributing periodic manager or board reports

Analytics Summary Dashboard

A post from the Nonprofit Technology Network (NTEN)—Business intelligence software is ideal because grant makers are demanding more
analysis to ensure funds are spent wisely. The NTEN expect the use of business intelligence will continue to grow and evolve.
– Nonprofit Technology Network. “How and Where to Get Started with Business Intelligence.” Dec 9, 2015.

In addition to managing day-to-day operations, Analytics can display Key Performance Indicators (KPI)—the metrics your management
team uses to gauge overall organizational performance, including providing the best outcomes with the funding you receive, ensuring
you manage to the budget. Shortages or changes in funding are quickly identified so you can adjust your programs and/or find
additional sources of funding, thus, you will continue to be accountable to your funders. At a glance, everyone from employee to
manager to senior executive will know how your organization is measuring up against the company’s strategic goals.

View Analytics on any device, including PCs, tablets, phones

Analytics helps you to extract and visualize the critical information you need for efficient control of your organization. As your organization
continues to grow with vast amounts of information, Analytics mines the critical information you need and delivers the visibility essential to
meet your organizational goals.
The Analytics & Reporting capabilities of Serenic Navigator put visual information into your hands to give you a singular view of all the
activities in your organization, and enable you to take control.

“Analytics displays impactful information to gauge our overall performance in a way
that non-financial people understand. At a glance, we know how operations are
measuring up against our strategic goals.”
— ERIC HOFBAUER,
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE, COUNTY OF WETASKIWIN NO 10

Analytics Feature Highlights
• Improved access to real-time information. Get insight to make accurate and timely organizational decisions and eliminate
the guess work. With reporting speed, ability to filter on GL accounts, funds, dimension values, budget plans, awards, and
employees. Analytics provides information in up-to-date reports that show the state of the organization in the moment, not a
historical view of how it looked days or weeks ago.
• Easily track Award status. Use Analytics for Awards and you will easily view amounts that have been spent or are intended
to be spent in multiple awards for several projects. You can quickly calculate the remaining amounts for estimates, obligations,
and sub-awards to help ensure that grants are fully depleted and appropriately used.
• Successfully track KPIs (Key Performance Indicators). Receive alerts and notifications every time data changes regarding
a specific KPI. For example, KPIs may include monitoring expenses versus budget or the achievement of non-financial goals
compared to the organization’s goals.
• Efficient and intuitive reporting tool. Complete with drag-and-drop design capability, reports can be run from within
Serenic Navigator or Analytics. PDF publications generated within Analytics can mix text, data, charts, worksheets, and
images, which can be distributed on-demand or on a schedule.
• Self-service access to information via multi-dimensional worksheets. Imagine these are turbo-charged Excel pivot
tables using your Serenic Navigator data and you’ll have the ability to drill down to transaction details. Multi-dimensional
worksheets allow users to quickly change dimensions used in rows or columns. With one click, you can export to Excel, Word,
or PDF and email.
• Flexible, secure system. Analytics includes a sophisticated security system so users can use Analytics independent of
Serenic Navigator—a tremendous benefit to non-financial users.
• Secure user access allows individuals to access data and dashboard based on their role and security level.
Alternatively, one dashboard can be used for many users, such as a department-level dashboard. Each user will only see their
data, so setup is quick and easy, yet still personalized to users.
• Accurate resource allocation. Analytics gives visibility into various aspects of the organization to ensure adequate allocation
of resources.
• Analytics dashboard available on multiple devices. Accessible using a Windows or web client, means phones, tablets,
and non-Windows computers can interact with Analytics.
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